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The mixing between fuel and shell materials in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) implosion
cores is a current topic of interest. The goal of this work was to design direct-drive ICF experiments
which have varying levels of mix, and subsequently to extract information on mixing directly from
the experimental data using spectroscopic techniques. The experimental design was accomplished
using hydrodynamic simulations in conjunction with Haan’s saturation model, which was used to
predict the mix levels of candidate experimental configurations. These theoretical predictions were
then compared to the mixing information which was extracted from the experimental data, and it
was found that Haan’s mix model performed well in predicting trends in the width of the mix layer.
With these results, we have contributed to an assessment of the range of validity and predictive
capability of the Haan saturation model, as well as increased our confidence in the methods used to
extract mixing information from experimental data.

PACS numbers: 52.57.-z, 52.70.-m, 52.57.Fg

I. INTRODUCTION

The mixing between fuel and shell materials in ICF im-
plosion cores is a topic of current interest. Mixing due to
hydrodynamic instabilities can a!ect implosion dynamics
and could also go so far as to prevent ignition [1]. The
ultimate goal of this work is to facilitate a more complete
understanding of the mixing process by validating both
experimentally- and theoretically-based mix diagnostic
tools.

In previous work, we have demonstrated that it is
possible to extract information on mixing directly from
experimental data using spectroscopic techniques [2–4].
The development was first carried out based on a set of
indirect drive implosions at the Laboratory for Laser En-
ergetics’ OMEGA laser [5]. In order to compare the data-
driven analysis to a theoretical framework, two indepen-
dent mix models, Youngs’ phenomenological model [6]
and the Haan saturation model [7], were previously im-
plemented in conjunction with a series of clean hydro-
dynamic simulations which modeled the experiments in
question [4]. It was found that Youngs’ and Haan’s mix
models, as applied to the indirect drive case, provided re-
sults that demonstrated less mix than that derived from
the experiment.

This paper will describe a new approach to address
the problem just presented. An important outcome of the
current work is an assessment of our ability to predict the
extent of mix in ICF experiments by using a combination
of hydrodynamic simulation post-processing and o!-line
mix modeling.

Theoretical mix modeling was used a priori to design
direct drive experiments with measurably di!erent lev-
els of mix [8]. First a number of hydro simulations were

post-processed with Haan’s saturation model to study
the parameter space, in order to determine which physi-
cal characteristics of the lasers and targets are most sen-
sitive to mix. Next, detailed hydro simulations of the
most appealing cases were performed to settle on a series
of experimental conditions. The chosen designs consisted
of three experimental configurations that were nominally
identical except for the varying shell thickness of the plas-
tic capsules.

The experiments were conducted based on these de-
signs, and information on the mixing region was directly
extracted from the experimental data using the narrow-
band image intensity analysis described in Ref. [2]. The
data-derived spatial mixing profiles were evaluated to de-
termine the corresponding width of the mixing region, for
direct comparison to the mix modeling results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN PHASE

The main goal in the initial phase was to design a
sequence of direct drive ICF implosions which would ex-
hibit measurably di!erent levels of mixing, while simul-
taneously maintaining similar temperature and density
conditions at peak x-ray emission [9]. This latter con-
sideration was vital, since the experimental data analysis
relies on narrow-band images integrated over 50 ps begin-
ning roughly at the time of peak x-ray emission [10], and
uses Ar K-shell x-ray line emission spectroscopy [11–21]
to experimentally extract mixing data.

We began designing around the parameters of a so-
called nominal direct drive implosion, the characteristics
of which are shown in Fig. 1. This nominal implosion was
originally designed to achieve electron temperatures and



FIG. 1: (Color online) Characteristics of the nominal direct
drive experiment used for design. (a) Nominal 1 ns square
laser pulse taken from representative experiment. (b) Target
cross-section, with materials and fill pressures noted.

densities that would be consistent with the conditions
necessary to employ Ar K-shell x-ray spectroscopy [9].
By keeping the temperatures and densities approximately
constant between shots, the idea was to isolate the exper-
imental signal di!erences caused purely by mix amounts.
In the design phase, mix was measured in terms of a
mix width, which is defined as the physical extent of the
layer that contains material from both the shell and the
fuel [4].

A. Radiation hydrodynamic simulations

A number of experimental parameters were identified
which could theoretically a!ect mix, including the laser
pulse shape, duration, and energy; the gas and dopant fill
pressures; the inner capsule radius; and the shell thick-
ness. In order to maintain roughly the same temperature
and density conditions as in the nominal case, only the
laser energy, the fill gas amount, and the shell thickness
were used as adjustable parameters in the design. Pulse
shape and duration were not altered in the simulations
due to the di"culty in changing these parameters from
shot to shot. The fill gas material (D2), and the dopant

material (Ar) and corresponding concentration, were not
altered. The shell material remained plastic for all simu-
lations [9], and the outer Al layer, which helps minimize
leakage of the gas, was not changed.

The experimental design work involved several steps.
First, a number of 1d HELIOS [22, 23] radiation hydrody-
namic simulations were performed to study the param-
eter space based on modifications to the nominal case
shown in Fig. 1. The output from HELIOS, which is
clean (includes no mix e!ects), was then post-processed
with Haan’s mix model to test the sensitivity to mix of
the adjustable parameters being studied. Next, the pa-
rameter space was narrowed down to perform more de-
tailed simulations of the parameters which appeared to
be most sensitive to mix. Finally, in-depth modeling of
the best pool of candidates for the design was performed
with HELIOS-CR [22, 23] and was used to make a final
determination for the experimental specifications.

B. Mix modeling

Each hydro simulation was post-processed using two
independent mix models, Youngs’ and Haan’s, in order
to extract a time-dependent mix width profile. Since
a number of simulations had to be post-processed, IDL
tools with graphical user interfaces were built for both
Youngs’ and Haan’s models to systematically calculate
the time-dependent mix widths [24]. The mix layer itself
is defined as the sum of the widths of the bubble and
spike regions, h = hb + hs, where the bubble represents
the penetration of light fluid (fuel) into heavy, and the
spike represents the penetration of heavy fluid (shell) into
light.

Youngs’ model [6], which is based on a phenomenolog-
ical description of the growth of the mixing region as an
e!ect of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, was implemented
using the same methodology as discussed in Ref. [4].
However, the mix widths calculated by this model did
not demonstrate a significant sensitivity to variation in
the experimental parameters; therefore, Youngs’ model
was not used to design the experiments.

The Haan saturation model [7] is based on the idea
that instabilities are seeded by a number of experimental
e!ects. If there are very minor initial seeds, then Youngs’
phenomenological model accounts for the most important
contributions. On the other hand, in an experimental sit-
uation such as laser-induced fusion, the initial perturba-
tions can be significant and can arise from several factors.
Haan’s model calculates a mix width by estimating the
growth of multi-mode initial perturbations on the fuel-
shell interface. For the direct drive case discussed here,
the initial target surface roughness, the laser beam power
imbalance, and the laser imprint spectra as a function of
mode number were used. The modes grow exponentially
until saturation occurs, at which time the mode growth
becomes linear in time.

Each initial perturbation spectrum |Rlm(0)| is sub-



jected to the growth formula

|Rlm| = e!t|Rlm(0)| (1)
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is the saturation level as a function of mode number l [25],
and R0 is the capsule radius at the time step being calcu-
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The total mix width h is then calculated to be the sum
of hb + hs,

hb =
√

2" (6)

hs =
√

2"(1 + A). (7)

These mix width contributions are calculated for each
time step in the simulation.

The prescription just given is called the nominal Haan
model [7]. If a multiplicative factor (referred to here as
the Haan multiplier) is applied to the initial perturbation
spectra, the mix width can change dramatically. The
nominal Haan model result is calculated with a multiplier
of 1.0.

A good way to use Haan’s model is to think of the nom-
inal result as a baseline, and to recognize that the mix
width could increase (more likely) or decrease (less likely)
based on additional experimental e!ects. It would not be
unreasonable to consider that one or more of the initial
perturbations are in fact enhanced by experimental im-
perfections. For example, in the previous work based
on indirect drive experiments, the nominal Haan model
result at the time the data were recorded was 4.1 mi-
crons, while the experimentally-derived mix width was

10±2 microns. A multiplier of 2.7 would bring the Haan
model results up to the level of the experimental data
analysis [4]. That value for the multiplier would fold
in any additional uncertainties in the initial perturba-
tion amplitudes used by Haan’s model. An interesting
secondary goal of this new series of experiments is to in-
vestigate whether the same multiplicative scaling factor
would apply to all direct drive designs, and if so, how
that factor relates to the indirect drive multiplier. We
will investigate this question in Section V.

In general, the mix width predicted by Haan’s model
shows significant sensitivity to variation in the experi-
mental design. This may be due to the fact that the
model is based on experimentally derived perturbations
and thus includes more e!ects than Youngs’ phenomeno-
logical model.

C. Parameter space study

The initial parameter study was performed with HE-
LIOS in order to determine which physical characteristics
are most sensitive to mix. All simulations were ultimately
compared to the nominal case described in Fig. 1. Sim-
ulations were grouped into clusters that shared common
inquiries into the parameters. The following quantities
were extracted from each simulation and used as input for
the mix modeling, which provided mix width predictions
for each candidate experimental design: core size, bang
time (time of peak neutron production), peak compres-
sion (time at which the core is fully compressed), Te(r)
(electron temperature profile at bang time and at peak
compression of the capsule), Ne(r) (electron density pro-
file at bang time and at peak compression of the capsule),
v(t) (velocity of the fuel-shell interface as a function of
time), r(t) (radius as a function of time for all zones in the
problem), F (t) (net flux on the fuel-shell interface, used
to calculate the time of peak Ar x-ray emission), $gas(t)
(mass density of the last zone in the gas), $shell(t) (mass
density of the first zone in the shell), and A(t) (Atwood
number based on the two zones on either side of the fuel-
shell interface).

The parameter study investigated the following
changes from the nominal case: conserve mass in both
gas and shell with the capsule radius, shell thickness, and
fill pressure as variables; do not conserve mass in the gas
and shell, instead correlate the radius and shell thickness;
maintain the nominal inner radius and vary only the shell
thickness; change the fill pressure only; change the total
laser energy only.

The main goal was to search for experimental designs
that yielded mix widths that were considerably di!er-
ent from that of the nominal case, but that retained
approximately the same temperatures and densities [9].
This constrained the design significantly by only allowing
small deviations in the experimental parameters.

For the early groups of simulations, it became apparent
that changing the shell thickness (and keeping all other



FIG. 2: (Color online) Data output from hydro simulations as
a function of shell thickness. (a) Core size at peak compres-
sion, (b) timing, and (c) average acceleration through the de-
celeration phase. Shell thicknesses of less than 16 µm showed
signs of being burned through.

aspects of the nominal capsule identical) led to the most
noticeable sensitivity to mix. Therefore, studies of the
mix as a function of shell thickness were performed. In
totality, the mix width was studied for shell thicknesses
between 10 and 40 microns, with a step size of 1 micron
between simulations.

FIG. 3: (Color online) Mix widths at 50 ps after peak x-ray
emission as a function of shell thickness, according to Haan’s
model. The chosen designs, 19, 26.6, and 33 µm shells, are
indicated.

Figure 2 shows a compilation of data output from the
hydro simulations concentrating on changing shell thick-
ness only. In Fig. 2(a), the core size decreases as the
shell thickness increases, and it subsequently increases
again around the nominal shell thickness of 26.6 µm.
Figure 2(b) indicates that when the bang time and the
peak compression time are nearly simultaneous, the shell
experiences burn-through. When this occurs, there is
no material left to continue the momentum inward, and
therefore the core cannot continue to compress after peak
burn. This was the case for shells with a thickness of 15
microns or less. Figure 2(c) plots the average accelera-
tion, which is taken through the deceleration phase only
up to 50 ps after the time of peak x-ray emission [10],
and is an important quantity used in Haan’s model to
calculate the growth rates.

We now focus in detail on the mixing post-processor re-
sults from the simulations based on changing shell thick-
ness. Figure 3 shows the results of post-processing the
hydro simulations with the Haan saturation model. It
demonstrates that according to Haan’s model, the shell
thickness provides a significant lever arm for varying the
amount of mix.

D. Proposed experimental designs

The sensitivity to mix provided by Haan’s model and
demonstrated in Fig. 3 facilitated the selection of several
experimental designs. Two cases of interest are circled
in Fig. 3: the 19 micron shell, which according to Haan’s
model exhibits 64% more mix than nominal, and the 33
micron shell, which displays 22% less mix than nominal.



The volume- and time-averaged temperatures and densi-
ties were studied for these two cases, and were found to
lie within the sensitivity range for Ar spectroscopy [9].

As a check on these preliminary findings, HELIOS-CR
calculations using inline collisional-radiative atomic ki-
netic modeling were performed. HELIOS-CR, which uses
NLTE physics, is generally expected to be more accu-
rate than the baseline HELIOS LTE approach, because
the atomic physics and radiation cooling e!ects of the
Ar dopant can be more appropriately dealt with [22, 23].
These simulations took approximately 30 hours to run. It
should be emphasized that we use HELIOS-CR only for
an additional check: the fill conditions of the experiments
were carefully conceived so that the Ar would have as lit-
tle e!ect as possible on the implosion dynamics. There-
fore, it was not surprising that the HELIOS-CR results
were similar to the HELIOS results just discussed.

Table I presents the di!ering attributes of the three
HELIOS-CR simulations. The laser (1 ns square, 23 kJ),
D2 fill pressure (20 atm), Ar fill pressure (0.18%), and
inner capsule radius (407.5 µm) were identical for all sim-
ulations.

We settled on performing at least one experiment
based on each of the designs described in Table I. All
experiments were planned to have the same characteris-
tics as the nominal experiment described in Fig. 1, with
the exception of the thickness of the plastic shell.

E. Sensitivity and tolerance studies

Following the identification of the three experimental
configurations discussed above, an investigation of the
sensitivities and tolerances in the design was completed.

There are three perturbation spectra currently used in
Haan’s model for this direct drive case: target surface
roughness, laser beam power imbalance, and laser im-
print. The surface roughness spectrum has the smallest
overall amplitude. Therefore, it should have the smallest
e!ect on the overall calculation of the mix width. The
power imbalance has the largest amplitude, especially at
smaller mode numbers, and therefore should have the
largest e!ect on mix.

According to Haan’s prescription, the modes grow with
an exponential growth factor. The saturation modeling
is then performed for saturated modes. The compos-
ite spectrum, comprised of all three perturbation spectra

TABLE I: Experimental design characteristics and resulting
mix predicted by Haan’s model. Core size (interface position
plus bubble width) and Haan mix values (bubble plus spike)
are taken 50 ps after the time of peak x-ray emission [10].

Shot type Shell thickness Core size Haan mix
Thin 19.0 µm 35.1 µm 20.7 µm (59% of core)

Nominal 26.6 µm 26.3 µm 4.2 µm (16% of core)
Thick 33.0 µm 28.3 µm 2.8 µm (10% of core)

FIG. 4: (Color online) Sensitivity of the Haan mix width to
changes in the initial perturbations for the (a) 19 micron and
(b) 33 micron shell cases.

added in quadrature, illustrates the relaxation of modes
which exceed the saturation curve.

In order to study the sensitivity of the resulting mix
width to the individual perturbations, a multiplicative
factor was applied to each perturbation one at a time.
Figure 4 shows that according to Haan’s model, the mix
width is not sensitive to changes in the target surface
roughness, while it is somewhat sensitive to the laser im-
print in the thinner shell case, and it is most sensitive to
the power imbalance perturbation.

The laser imprint has a non-negligible e!ect on the
mix layer growth. It has intermediate level amplitudes
across a wide band of mode numbers, unlike the other two
perturbations, which have significant amplitudes only at
small mode numbers. The laser imprint is relatively con-
stant across the shots in a particular day.

The laser beam power imbalance is the largest source
of mix sensitivity, due to the fact that the amplitudes
at low mode numbers are significantly higher than the



FIG. 5: (Color online) Sensitivity of (a) Haan mix width (at
50 ps after peak x-ray emission) and (b) time of peak x-ray
emission to changes in the fill pressure.

other perturbations. This perturbation is probably the
largest lever arm in increasing the mix width. The power
imbalance is not as easy to control from shot to shot,
contributing to uncertainty in the experimentally-derived
mix widths.

We concentrate here on unforeseen changes in the ex-
perimental parameters which could have a significant ef-
fect on the accumulation of clean data that can be used to
infer mix widths. The tolerance study focused on varying
fill pressures, laser energy, and laser pulse shape.

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of mix width and time of
peak x-ray emission to fill pressure. Assuming that the
shell thicknesses are defined to within about a micron,
this test demonstrates that according to simulation and
post-processing with Haan’s model, the mix width is not
very sensitive to the fill pressure. The largest change in
mix width is exhibited by the 19 micron shell, but even
in that case, the mix width only changes by 1 micron.

Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the mix width and the
timing to the total laser energy, which was scaled using

FIG. 6: (Color online) Sensitivity of (a) Haan mix width (at
50 ps after peak x-ray emission) and (b) time of peak x-ray
emission to changes in the total laser energy.

the trace in Fig. 1(a). The mix widths are all discernable
given the resolution available in the experiment. The
time of peak x-ray emission may change substantially
due to changes in the laser energy.

A collection of idealized laser pulses was also tested
in conjunction with the nominal case. According to this
study, the shape of the laser pulse does not significantly
impact either the mix width or the x-ray timing.

The conclusion to these tolerance studies was that the
major sensitivities in the mix width variation would be
a result of either deviation from the planned shell thick-
nesses or the laser beam power imbalance. The fill pres-
sures, laser energies, and pulse shapes were predicted to
not be detrimental in collecting data that could be used
for a mix width analysis. However, a substantial change
in laser energy should lead to an adjustment of the diag-
nostic timing in order to accommodate the change in the
time of peak-x-ray emission.



III. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE

Experiments based on the three shell thicknesses iden-
tified in the experimental design phase were fielded at the
OMEGA laser. For simplicity, we will refer to the 19 µm
shell as the thin case, the 26.6 µm shell as the nominal
case, and the 33 µm shell as the thick case.

A total of eight shots were performed: five nominal,
two thin, and one thick. Table II lists the experimental
characteristics. Generally, the data was good quality,
with the thicker shell and a few nominal shells being the
best.

For accuracy, new HELIOS-CR hydro simulations were
performed to conform to the actual experimental condi-
tions. The experimental laser pulse and energy and ac-
tual shell thickness were modified for each simulation.
Bang time was matched between simulation and experi-
ment by modifying the flux limiter.

Narrow-band x-ray images of the Ar line emission were
recorded with the MMI (Multi-Monochromatic X-ray Im-
ager) [26]. In this case, MMI recorded a series of pinhole
sub-images over a spectral energy range encompassing
the Ar Ly% (1s-3p), Ar He% (1s2-1s3p), and Ar Ly& (1s-
2p) lines. The MMI data were time-resolved over 50 ps.
The data recording interval for each case is referenced to
t0, measured when the laser reaches 2% of peak power.
The experimental timing can therefore be related to sim-
ulation timing, since the experimental laser pulse was
used in the new simulations.

A graphical user interface tool was built in IDL to ac-
complish the many steps necessary to process the exper-
imental data. A major benefit of MMI is that it records
both line and continuum emission, so continuum images
can be subtracted from the line-based images. Figure 7
shows a sequence of narrow-band spatially-resolved im-
ages from one of the nominal shots. The images have
been corrected for the photon energy dependent instru-
mental corrections that account for multi-layer mirror re-
flectivity, Be filter transmission, and multi-channel plate
spectral response. These data, along with the associated
space-integrated spectrum extracted from performing a
lineout across the entire MMI image, form the complete
set needed for the experimental data analysis.

TABLE II: Parameters for the eight experimental shots. The
bold shot numbers are the data analyzed and presented in
Section IV.

Shot Type Shell thickness
47470 nominal 25.8 µm
47473 nominal 25.6 µm
47474 nominal 25.8 µm
47476 nominal 25.6 µm
47477 nominal 25.7 µm
47481 thin 19.3 µm
47484 thin 19.3 µm
47485 thick 32.2 µm

FIG. 7: (Color online) Narrow-band Ly!, He!, and Ly" spa-
tially resolved images compiled from MMI data. The analysis
of the central columns of data are presented in this paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The spectroscopic data analysis that ultimately allows
the extraction of spatial mixing profiles was documented
in detail in Refs. [2, 3]. The same procedures were fol-
lowed here. We work with the central column of the Ly%
and He% narrow-band images, and produce intensity pro-
files that are symmetrized about a winding axis of sym-
metry [27]. The intensity profiles are Abel-inverted [28],
resulting in emissivity profiles. In this case, both the He%
and Ly% can be considered optically thin, so conditions
are appropriate to perform an Abel inversion.

The spectroscopic analysis begins with the extraction
of a temperature spatial profile using an emissivity ra-
tio technique [2]. The analysis uses the sensitivity of the
Ly%/He% emissivity ratio to temperature. A spectro-
scopic model for Ar [29] is used to generate the theoret-
ical emissivities, so that the data can be directly tied to
theory.

The next step in the spectroscopic analysis is to uti-
lize the intensity technique discussed in Ref. [2]. By us-
ing this method, we are able to more correctly account
for optical depth e!ects. The implosion core is ideal-
ized as a six-zone nesting set of spheres through which
self-emission and transmission terms are added. Figure 8
demonstrates the notion of an idealized core.

Discrete radiation transport equations are set up to
calculate the intensity in each spatial zone. For each
of the six zones, there exists a system of two equations
which link theoretical and experimental intensities and
emissivities. The equations include a term which repre-
sents, for each zone, the local mixing coe"cient ', which
in this case is the ratio of the atom number densities
of plastic shell to fuel material [2]. The simplest set of
equations is for the outer zone 0, which has only a self-
emission term in the intensity equation:

Iexp
Ly$(0) = k!

(theo
Ly$ (0)

)theo
Ly$ (0)

"

1 − e"
1

(1+!"(0)) %theo
Ly# (0)L(0,0)

#

(8)

(exp
He$(0) =

k

(1 + *'(0))
(theo
He$(0). (9)

The constant * in front of the mixing coe"cient ' is a
factor related to the fill pressure of the gas [2]. The L



FIG. 8: (Color online) Idealization of the implosion core for
the solution of discrete radiation transport equations.

represents the length of a chord, as shown in Fig. 8. The
)theo term in the intensity equation is the opacity from
the spectral model, which is a function of the electron
density Ne and the previously calculated electron tem-
perature Te. The (theo terms are the emissivities from the
model, which are also functions of Te and Ne. Finally, the
k and k′ represent the proportionality constants between
the theoretical values for the emissivity and intensity of
a specific zone and the experimental values recorded in
the data. A discussion of the calculation of k and k′ is
included in Ref. [2]. The set of two equations for zone
r (zone r = 0 is shown in Eqns. 8 and 9) have only two
unknowns, the Ne(r) and '(r). A caveat is that we must
solve the equations from the outside zone inward, since
each subsequent inner zone relies on information from the
outer zones.

We focus here on the mixing spatial profiles generated
from these equations as applied to the data discussed in
Section III. Figure 9 displays the mix profiles for nom-
inal, thin, and thick shell cases. The uncertainty bars
in the data points represent a weak density sensitivity
in the emissivity analysis used to calculate the temper-
atures, which then carries through to the density and
mix calculations. Two types of fits are shown for di!er-
ent purposes. Exponentials of the form ' = Ae

x
x0 + '0,

where x0 is the characteristic width of the exponential
and '0 is a term representing the intersection of the fit
with the ' axis, fall within the error bars of all data
points, but indicate that there is a slight amount of mix-
ing in the center of the core. Exponentials of the form
' = Ae

x
x0 , where there is no o!set on the ' axis at the

center, were employed specifically to match the results of
Haan’s model, which suggest that there is no mixing at
the center in these cases.

The thick and nominal data were of su"cient quality
to extract information out of the outer five zones in the
problem. The thin data, however, was not as good qual-

FIG. 9: (Color online) Spatial mix profiles for the nominal,
thin, and thick shell cases. Solid fits represent no assumptions
made about mixing in the center of the core, while the dotted
fits are representative of assuming no mix in the center.

ity, possibly due to a slight amount of burn-through in
the shell. In this case, information could be extracted
from only three of the six zones, leaving open the inter-
pretation of the inner half of the thin mixing profile.

V. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL DESIGN
AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The mixing information gathered from the hydro simu-
lations in conjunction with the mix models is in the form
of a single number representing the mix width. How-
ever, the experimental data analysis gives more detail,
in the form of a spatial mixing profile. It is necessary
to reconcile these two descriptions of mixing in order to
correctly compare theory and experiment. We begin this
discussion by pointing out several subtleties in the way
we measure mix.

The theoretical framework relies on Haan’s saturation
model, which measures the width of the bubble and spike
regions independently. The sum of the bubble and spike
widths gives the total width of the mix region. The bub-
bles and spikes grow on either side of the interface be-
tween the fuel and shell materials, as indicated in Fig. 10.

In a strictly hydrodynamic sense, the core size at a spe-
cific time is generally considered to be the position of the
interface at that time. However, this description only re-
lates to a clean simulation that does not experience mix.
By calculating the width of the mix region surrounding
the fluid interface, we are in e!ect viewing a prediction
of what a real (mixed) experiment would look like. In an
experiment, the core size viewed in an x-ray image would
include not only the spike but also the bubble region out-
side the interface. Recall that the bubble is comprised of
fuel material, which in this case contains D2 gas plus the



FIG. 10: (Color online) Mix width definition from a hydro
point of view, with the bubble region above and the spike
region below the interface. The blowup shows the concept
of the bubbles and spikes spanning the interface. The green
vertical lines represent the 50 ps time interval over which the
framing camera recorded data in this example. The core size
prediction based on this hydro data should therefore be the
maximum position of the top of the bubble region throughout
this 50 ps time interval, since this is consistent with the core
size visualized in the data.

Ar dopant. The Ar line emission is what is being im-
aged experimentally, and therefore in order to e!ectively
compare the measurements from the experiment to the
predictions of the hydro, we must define the total core
size as the maximum of the 50 ps region of integration
for the experimental data. Figure 10 shows an example
of this time interval and the corresponding core size that
is physically consistent with the core size extracted from
the data. Figure 11 shows an example of the intensity
profile of Ar Ly% line emission, and again we emphasize
that the core size at the time of data recording includes
not only the pure fuel region but also the bubbles and
spikes, i.e. the entire mixed region.

According to the preceding arguments, we are careful
to paint a consistent picture when relating the core size
predicted by the simulation (Fig. 10) to the core size seen
in the data (Fig. 11). However, despite these e!orts,
the core sizes do not match well. The 1d simulations
tend to over-compress the targets, resulting in smaller
core sizes than is seen in the data. In order to dispel
this issue, we focus on the percentage of the core that is
mixed rather than on the actual mix width and core size
values. This enables us to maintain consistency between
the theoretical and experimental points of view.

As demonstrated in Fig. 9, the experimental data anal-
ysis does not result in mix widths, which can be directly
compared to the theoretical predictions, but in mix pro-
files. The fits of the form ' = Ae

x
x0 + '0 shown in

Fig. 9 introduce a ' o!set which represents the idea that

FIG. 11: (Color online) Example of an Ar Ly! intensity spa-
tial profile extracted from the data, detailing the core size
seen by the imager at the time the data were recorded. Note
that the core size in this context represents the total width of
any pure fuel plus the bubble and spike widths.

the mixing coe"cient might not necessarily be zero at
the core center. However, our implementation of Haan’s
model does calculate ' = 0 at the center, since the mix
width is always smaller than the core size. As mentioned
in the previous section, we therefore compress the exper-
imentally derived mix profiles down to mix width esti-
mations by employing the exponential form ' = Ae

x
x0 ,

which removes the ' o!set and e!ectively provides a mix
width through the characteristic width of the exponen-
tial, x0. These modified mixing profile fits are within the
error bars of the outer four data points for the nominal
and thick profiles, and within all three data points for
the thin profile.

Table III presents a comparison between the mix calcu-
lated by the simulations (which were modified to account
for experimental conditions) and the mixing information
extracted from the experimental data. The core sizes and
mix widths do not necessarily match those shown in the
predictions of Tbl. I, since those simulations were based
on generic laser pulses, shell thicknesses, and timing esti-
mates of 50 ps after peak x-ray emission. The data were
actually captured approximately 120 ps after peak x-ray
emission (relative to the simulation timing), resulting in
di!erent estimations for the core sizes and mix widths.

Note that the Haan multiplier used to generate the mix
widths shown in Tbl. III was the nominal multiplier of
1.0. Previous work in an indirect drive platform required
a Haan multiplier of 2.7 to match the data [4]. We con-
clude that, as others have noted [30], the nominal Haan
saturation model coupled with the calculation of growth
factors tends to be more applicable to direct drive than
to indirect drive.

Though the actual core sizes and mix widths do not



TABLE III: Comparison between mix information calculated by post-processing simulations with Haan’s saturation model
and mix data extracted from the experiments. For the simulations, the core size is the interface position plus the bubble width
at the maximum position over the interval of data recording, while the Haan mix width is the sum of the bubble and spike
widths. For the experiments, the core size is the edge of the core as defined by the spatial limit of Ar emission, and the mix

width is extracted from a fit to # = Ae
x

x0 .

Shot Simulation Experiment
Core size Haan mix width % of core mixed Core size Experimental mix width % of core mixed

Thin (47484) 34.4 µm 18.0 µm 52 % 39.1 µm 11.1 µm 28 %
Nominal (47477) 26.3 µm 6.8 µm 26 % 43.7 µm 10.0 µm 23 %
Thick (47485) 26.7 µm 3.5 µm 13 % 39.1 µm 7.1 µm 18 %

compare well between simulation and experiment, the
trends in the percentage of the core that is mixed are
clear. According to both the simulations and the data, a
larger portion of the thin shell core is mixed, while the
thicker shell core experiences the least amount of mix.
This behavior can also be seen qualitatively in the mix
profiles of Fig. 9, where the thin profile tends to drop
considerably more slowly than do the nominal and thick
profiles. These trends are consistent with the predictions
made in the design phase of this experimental campaign.

VI. SUMMARY

The main goal of this work was to design and subse-
quently perform a series of direct drive ICF implosions
which exhibit measurably di!erent levels of mix. In the
experimental design phase, 1d hydrodynamic simulations
were post-processed with Haan’s saturation model. A pa-
rameter study involving a number of experimental char-
acteristics was performed, and it was found that of the
parameters investigated, the shell thickness of an ICF
capsule is most sensitive to mix according to Haan’s
model.

Consequently, three types of experiments were per-
formed at the OMEGA laser facility. The shots were
nominally identical except for varying initial shell thick-
nesses of ∼ 19, 27, and 33 microns. The MMI instru-
ment provided the narrow-band spatial images and spec-
tra necessary to extract mixing information through a
spectroscopic analysis which was previously tested on in-

direct drive experiments. The narrow-band image inten-
sity analysis resulted in spatial mixing profiles for the
thin, nominal, and thick shells. The portion of the core
that is mixed was extracted from these mixing profiles,
and compared to the comparable values derived from
Haan’s saturation model as applied to the hydro sim-
ulations. We found good agreement between data and
theory in the trends, which demonstrated that thinner
shells develop significantly more mix than thicker shells.

Spectroscopic analysis of the experimental data
demonstrates that we have developed a reasonable pre-
dictive capability for mix in ICF implosions. The mix
models were used as a guide to design the experiments,
which were in turn used to check the applicability of the
mix models. In essence, we have self-consistently tested
not only the spectroscopic methods used to extract mix-
ing information directly from experimental data, but also
the applicability of the Haan mix model to direct drive
ICF implosions.
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